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Overview
¾ Big

Picture Items
¾ Subtle Current Issues
¾ Greenhouse
G
h
G
Gases and
d NSR

2002 Applicability Rule
NSR--1
NSR
¾ Focused

on a number of NSR issues
¾ Major portion of the rule dealt with
applicability issues and the process of
determining whether a major
modification had occured

‘Modification’
Modification Timeline
¾

¾

¾

¾

12/31/70 – NSPS.
NSPS. CAA Amendments
established the NSPS program and definition of
a modification
12/23/71 – NSPS.
NSPS. EPA promulgates definition of
modification and details on how to determine
one. (This is referenced in DC Circuit decision,
p. 10.)
12/5/74 – PSD.
PSD. EPA promulgates PSD program
in response to court decision, including a
definition of modification at 40 CFR 52.01 that
applies
pp
only
y to criteria pollutants
p
(those
(
with a
National Ambient Air Quality Standard
(NAAQS))
12/16/75 – NSPS
NSPS.. Definition similar to CAA,
except limited to pollutants to which a
standard applies. EPA also added some
4
exclusions at 60.14.

‘Modification’
Modification Timeline
¾

¾

¾

¾
¾

8/7/77 – PSD.
PSD. CAA Amendments established
PSD program. Conforming amendments used
NSPS definition
d fi iti
off modification
difi ti
ffor b
both
th PSD
and nonattainment NSR.
6/19/78 – PSD.
PSD. EPA revises PSD rules to
conform to 1977 CAA. ‘Major
Major modification
modification’
defined; original definition of a modification
unchanged.
8/7/80 – PSD.
PSD. EPA revises PSD rules in
response to Alabama Power decision.
decision ‘Major
modification’ definition revised; original
definition of a modification unchanged.
7/21/92 – NSR and NSPS.
NSPS. EPA adds exemptions
to definition, but only for electric utilities.
12/31/02 – NSR
NSR.. EPA clarifies twotwo-part test
(project increase and net increase both must
be significant),
significant) adds PCP [vacated] and PAL
provisions.
5

NSR Implementation
(Big Picture)
¾ Depends

on program and current
approach
¾ PSD—
PSD—Three implementation methods:
• Direct (EPA implements its own rule): rare
except on Indian lands and in U.S.
territories/commonwealths
• Delegated (State implements EPA’
EPA’s rule): ¼ of
States
States
• SIP
SIP--approved (State implements its own EPA
EPA-approved State rule): ¾ of States
6

NSR Implementation
(Cont’d)
¾

Nonattainment—
Nonattainment
—Two methods
z

SIP (State Implementation Plan): essentially all States
• EPA has approved revised State rule
• “SIP gap” occurs when SIPSIP-approved State has promulgated
revised rule, but has not y
yet received EPA approval
pp
z
z
z

EPA continues to enforce “old” rule
State must enforce revised rule
Sources are subject to both rules

• SIP* (a semi
semi--SIP) is occurring now in many States. They have a
SIP
SIP--approved NNSR rule (which may be post
post--1990),
1990) but that rule
doesn’t cover PM2.5 or its precursors, so the states have to
implement Appendix S provisions directly for PMPM-2.5 (provided no
deadlines are missed)
z

FIP (Federal permitting program developed by EPA): rare
• Mainly Indian lands and territories
• Also can occur for new nonattainment areas or revisions to
requirements.
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Transition Status
¾ Majority

of agencies have now revised
their rules to reflect the NSR Reform
revisions
z

z

But rules do vary, so be sure to use rules
that apply to a given location
Differences may be difficult to detect

¾ Effective

date of revisions varies widely
¾ A few agencies cannot (by State law or
statute),
t t t ) or are unwilling
illi to,
t adopt
d t
revisions
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Effect of Revisions in SIPSIPA
Approved
d States
S
¾

State deadline was 1/2/06 to adopt and submit
revisions to regulations (attainment and
nonattainment) (67 FR 80240)
z

z

¾

Must adopt all revisions or demonstrate why their current
rule is as or more stringent
Cannot pick and choose revisions to adopt

Currently, 3 categories of SIPSIP-approved States:
z

Stae agency will not adopt Reform Rule because
• NSR program given back to EPA (several agencies)
• State law prohibits adopting Reform Rule (e.g., California)

Adoption in process but not yet completed
z Adoption
p
completed,
p
including
g EPA approval
pp
into
SIP
So far EPA has not taken action to withdraw SIP
approval from the remaining States that have not
submitted revisions
z

¾
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NSR Program Status
States where 12/31/02 NSR Reform revisions are in effect (generally
(generally, all delegated areas)
areas).
Revisions also apply in “no delegation” areas, including Indian lands, and to specific delegated
pollutants and sources. Nonattainment areas within States are not delegated for that
nonattainment pollutant.

No Delegation (EPA Region issues permits):
Massachusetts, New York, Puerto Rico, Virgin
Islands, Guam, American Samoa, all Indian lands
(even in SIP-approved States).
Delegation was withdrawn 3/3/03 from the following
APCD in CA: Kern County, San Diego County, Santa
Barbara County, and Shasta County,.

The Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council
(EFSEC) permits power plants >350 MW, but does
not have full delegation.
delegation

CT: NO2 increments
delegated

EPA Implements
SIP approved
Mix of SIPSIP-approved,
delegated, and nonnondelegated
g
(EPA
(
implements)
p
)
Partial delegation
Full delegation
State-adopted
StateReform Rule not yet
SIP--approved
SIP
SIP-approved
SIPReform rule

Only 4 CA
Districts are
SIPapproved.

Clark County is SIPapproved; NV state
program is delegated

Maricopa & Pima Counties
g
; Pinal County
y
are delegated;
and State are SIP-approved
except for PM-10.

Last Update:
6/2008
NOTE: All nonattainment areas are SIP-approved, so the Reform
Rule initially did not apply in any nonattainment area, even in
delegated States. States are required to revise both attainment and
nonattainment rules, although some Regions are telling States to
do attainment rules first. Where a State Reform Rule is in effect,
all
ll areas should
h ld b
be subject
bj to R
Reform
f
R l provisions,
Rule
ii
b
but you
must check the State rule to be sure.

Modification
¾

There is a general definition at 40 CFR 52.01(d), but the
d fi iti important
definition
i
t t to
t sources and
d agencies
i is
i the
th definition
d fi iti off
a major modification.
z A modification can include:
• A new emissions unit
• Physical changes to existing units
• Changes in the method of operating an emissions unit,
process, or source
z
z

z

Increasing incentive to utilize a unit
Even, possibly, decreasing downtime

• Increasing permitpermit-limited hours or capacity
• Use of an alternative fuel or raw material that the source
was not capable of accommodating
The general definition applies to all stationary sources,
minor and major
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Modification Applicability MAJOR SOURCES
¾

A major
j modification is
z
z
z
z

z

z

¾

Any physical or operational change
To a major stationary source that
Would result in
A significant net emissions increase in a regulated NSR
pollutant [40 CFR 52.21(b)(2)]
Reform rule clarifies that increase must be significant
g
for
both the project emissions increase (“project net”) and net
emissions increase (“contemporaneous net”)
Reform rule both mandates new and allows different ways
to calculate increases

NOTE: remember that this definition does not apply
to changes at existing minor sources
12

Causation
¾

The p
phrase ‘…would result in…’ refers to what is
termed the causal link:
z

z

For a physical or operational change to be a modification,
that change must cause (result in) an emissions increase
Many obviously physical changes at a source have no effect
on emissions
• New fence, sidewalk, nonnon-emitting unit (unless it requires
increased output from an emitting unit)
• These are not considered modifications, despite being capital
expenditures, because there is no effect on emissions

z

z

However, this exclusion is difficult (but not impossible) to
justify when the change is to an emissions unit
Causation is discussed in the July 21, 1992 WEPCO Rule
preamble (57 FR 32314) and the 9/14/06 proposal (71 FR
54235)on
423 )
d
debottlenecking
b l
ki
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Modification Classification
¾ Four
z

basic classifications

A modification to an existing minor source
• “Minor”
Minor physical changes
z

z

Does not constitute a major stationary source by
itself
N t subject
Not
bj t to
t major
j source permitting
itti

• “Major” physical changes (which are actually
considered major
j stationary
y sources))
z

z

“…would constitute a major stationary source by
itself…”
Subject to major source permitting
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Modification Classification…
z

A modification to an existing major source
• “Minor” modifications
z
z

Emissions increase is below a threshold level
Not subject to major source permitting

• “Major” modifications
z

z

Emissions (and net emissions increase) equal or
exceed threshold level
Subject to major source permitting
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PSD ‘Modifications’ to Minor
Sources
Sources
¾

¾

Not really treated as a modification: more of an
applicability
li bilit test
t t for
f whether
h th the
th change
h
constitutes
tit t
a major source by itself
Any physical change at a stationary source that
“
“…would
ld constitute
tit t a major
j stationary
t ti
source by
b
itself…” is considered a major stationary source and
is subject to PSD. [40 CFR 52.21(b)(1)(i
52.21(b)(1)(i)(c)]
z

z

The project
project’s
s PTE is evaluated and compared to the
appropriate major source threshold (100 tpy for listed and
250 tpy for nonlisted source categories)
Netting is not allowed for minor existing sources, so project
( h i l change)
(physical
h
) is
i evaluated
l t d as proposed
d
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Modifications to Minor Sources
(Cont’d)
¾

¾

Note that the rule says
y “physical
p y
change”
g
and does not include changes in operation
(as the modification and major modification
definitions at 52.01(d)
( ) and 52.21(b)(2)
( )( ) do))
Two types of actions:
z

Adding new emissions units, such as a new
process line
line.
• Calculate total PTE of new units
• Remember: can’t net using actual emission reductions
from old units being
g replaced
p

z

Modifications to existing equipment
• Determine emission increase using appropriate
calculation
• Will discuss different calculations shortly
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NSR Applicability Steps
Step 1

No

Physical or
Operational Change?

No Modification

Yes

Step 2

Proposed Project
Emissions Significant?

No

Project Not Major

Yes

Step 3

Can Project Net Out
of Major NSR?

Yes

Project Not Major

No

Subject to Major NSR
18

Is There a Physical or
O
Operational
ti
l Change?
Ch
?
• Rule excludes certain projects from being a
physical or operational change, but there
are only a few exclusions in the rule
z

All other changes, including improved software,
changing
g g catalyst,
y , decreasing
g downtime,, reducing
g
manufacturing costs, could be considered a
physical or operational change
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Is There a Physical or
O
Operational
ti
l Change?
Ch
?
(Cont’d)

If
If:

Not a change, then there is no modification and
the project does not require a major source
permit.
it N
Note
t – No
N need
d to
t calculate
l l t emissions
i i
increase
z There is no exclusion, then the project is a
change
h
• Need to determine if there is a modification
(an emissions increase) and, if so,
• Whether the modification is major or minor
(Step 2)
• NOTE: The exclusions are for whether there is a
change (physical or operational). If there is no
change, then (by definition) there is no
20
modification.
z

Replacement Unit
• Under the Reform Rule,
z

z

z

z

A replacement unit is treated as though
it is an existing unit
This allows the project increase
calculation to consider the existing unit
baseline actual emissions
Replacement units must
• Be identical to or functionally
equivalent to the replaced unit
• Cannot alter the “basic design
parameters” of the p
p
process unit
The replaced unit must be barred from
21
future operation

RMRR Exclusion – NSRNSR-2
¾

Reform Rule
z

EPA’s 2nd Reform Rule (called the Equipment
Replacement
p
Provision,, or ERP),
), p
promulgated
g
10/27/03, provided a definition at 40 CFR
52.21(cc)

• Based on capital cost threshold of 20% of process
unit cost
• Could not change basic design parameters or cause
exceedance of any limits

z

z

¾

However, the ERP was stayed indefinitely on
12/24/03 and then vacated in its entirety
y on
3/17/06
Therefore, areas where Reform rule applies are
also regulated under EPA policy

The ERP decision (but not the rule itself)
remains important because of the court’s
discussion of the extremely limited EPA
options
p
for exempting
p g projects
p j
that could
i
increase
emissions
i i
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Baseline Actual Emissions
(BAE)
¾

Note: New definition—
definition—
z

z

z

z

Does not replace definition of actual emissions at
40 CFR 52.21(b)(21)
Does replace use of actual emissions definition in
calculating emissions increase where Reform Rule
applies
Is NOT an option: sources and agencies must use
BAE instead of actual emissions for applicability
p p
purposes
Did not replace the requirement for using actual
emissions for other purposes, such as emissions
offsets
23

When to Use BAE in Calculating
E i i Increases
Emission
I
¾

I determining
In
d t
i i whether
h th the
th project
j t has
h a
significant emissions increase. Used to
calculate “actual
actual”” p
pre--change
pre
g emissions for:
z

z

¾

Existing units using the actualactual-to
to--projectedprojected-actual
test and
New
N
units
it using
i the
th actualactual
t l-to
t -potential
tot ti l test
t t

In determining whether there has been a
significant net emissions increase (netting
(netting):
):
(67 FR 80275)
z

Used to determine prepre-change emissions of
contemporaneous
t
modifications
difi ti
24

Actual
Actual--to
to--Projected Actual
C l l ti
Calculation
¾ Projected
z

z

Actual Emissions (PAE)

Source estimates the postpost-change actual
emissions for all emissions units that will be
affected
ff
d [40 CFR 52.21(b)(41)]
52 21(b)(41)]
Projection is an annual rate, in tons per year, that
reflects the maximum annual emissions expected
p
to occur during any one of the 5 (or 10) years
immediately after the change.
• 5y
years for units that are only
y affected
• 10 years for units that are affected and experience an
increase in capacity or PTE
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Actual
Actual--to
to--Projected Actual
C l l ti (Cont’d)
Calculation
(C t’d)
¾

In determining Projected Actual Emissions
(PAE)
z

Consider
• Both the expected and the highest projections of the
business activity that could be expected to be achieved
• That
at a
are
e co
consistent
s ste t with
t information
o at o tthe
e co
company
pa y
publishes for businessbusiness-related purposes, such as a
stockholder prospectus, or applications for business
loans
z

z

This means that if there are other documents, applicant
must be consistent
Doesn’
Doesn’t mean that there must be ‘other
other’’ supporting
business documents
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Actual
Actual--to
to--Projected Actual
C l l ti
Calculation
(C
(Cont’d)
t’d)
¾ In

projecting emissions, the source
shall exclude:
z

z

That portion of the unit’
unit’s emissions following the
project that could have been accommodated
during the consecutive 2424-month period used to
establish BAE, and
That are unrelated to the particular project,
including any increased utilization due to product
demand
(40 CFR 52.21(b)(41)(ii)(c) – 67 FR 80277)
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Debottlenecking
¾
¾

¾

¾

Policy
y since 1983 to count emissions changes
g due to
debottlenecking
Bottlenecking means that a process is physically limited
by at least one unit in the process to a level below what
at least one other unit can achieve
When the unit creating the bottleneck is modified to
eliminate or partially
partiall alleviate
alle iate the bottleneck,
bottleneck the process
is considered debottlenecked
EPA has proposed a rule changing this policy, so that
only emissions increases from units being modified
affect applicability 71 FR 54235 (9/14/06)

28

Increased utilization
¾

Has existed as policy since about 1993, but only
recently received much attention
z
z

z

¾

Often confused with debottlenecking
However, these units are not bottlenecked. They
y will
be used more as a result of the proposed modification.
Calculation used is to multiply the maximum
utilization increase by the appropriate emission factor

EPA’ proposed
EPA’s
d debottlenecking
d b ttl
ki
rule
l would
ld
likely mean that these emissions would also no
longer count in determining applicability
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Debottlenecking, Increased Utilization,
A
Aggregation,
ti
and
dP
Project
j tN
Netting
tti
¾

Current policy has been to
z

z

z

¾
¾

I l d as project
Include
j t emissions
i i
the
th emissions
i i
increases
i
from
f
units that are not themselves modified, but that will be
debottlenecked or will have increased use as a result of that
project
Aggregate independent projects if they occur too close
together (some Regions/agencies use one year)
Allow creditable decreases at a source to be used only for
contemporaneous netting (not for calculating the project
emissions increase)

EPA has proposed a rule that halts these policies
(9/14/06, 71 FR 54235)
Until rule is promulgated, industry continues to have
concerns
co
ce s about
z

z

Counting emissions from units that are not modified and that
are already permitted or allowed to emit the emissions that will
be counted as ‘increases’
Aggregation
gg g
of independent
p
projects
p j
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Reform Rule Netting
¾

¾

The definition of contemporaneous
p
did not
change – 5 years preceding commencing
construction on a particular change until the
date that the increase from the particular
change occurs
But, the increase or decrease associated
with a contemporaneous change is
determined by the BAE of the unit
experiencing
i
i a contemporaneous
t
change,
h
i.e., 10 year lookback for a 2424-month period
(but not
ot earlier
ea e than
t a 11/15/90)
/ 5/90)
z

A different 24
24--month period can be used for each
31
contemporaneous change

Reform Rule Netting (Cont’d)
(Cont d)
¾ Contemporaneous
p

changes
g (changes
(
g
other than the current project that are
within the contemporaneous period)
z

Th R
The
Reform
f
rule
l iis vague on whether
h th to
t
use PAE, PTE, or something else for the
post--project
post
j
actual emissions
• Most logical approach appears to use PAE just as is
done for proposed project.
• New 40 CFR 52.21 definition of net emissions increase
prohibits use of default “a consecutive 2424-month period
which precedes the particular date”
date” provision “for
determining creditable increases and decreases.”
decreases.”
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Reform Rule Netting (Cont’d)
(Cont d)
z

z

Pre
Pre--project emissions are to be re
re-calculated using BAE rather than the
(b)(21) definition of actual emissions
Combination of (usually) lower PAE (since
often EPA mandated that PTE be used)
and higher BAE (since the highest pre
pre-project actual emissions likely were not to
two most recent years) means that the
“new” emissions increase calculation will
most likely result in less of an increase
33

Reform Rule Recordkeeping
¾

“Enhanced” recordkeeping
p g is
required when, for a modification:
(See 67 FR 80197, 40 CFR 52.21(r)(6))
1.
2.

3.

Source
S
elects
l t tto use PAE iinstead
t d off PTE
There is a reasonable possibility that the
project will result in a significant
emissions increase, and
The project will not constitute a major
modification
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Reasonable Possibility
¾

Is defined by
y a separate
p
EPA rulemaking
g
(72 FR 72607, December 21, 2007) that
responded to a remand of that portion of
the rule by the DC Circuit
¾ A reasonable possibility exists when
either of the following
g is at least 50% of
the significance level for that pollutant:
z

z

The projected emissions increase excluding
excludable emissions, or
The projected emissions increase including
excludable emissions (40 CFR 52.21(r)(6)(vi)
35

Recordkeeping and Reporting
¾ Requirements

depend on the amount of
projected increase
z

z

If the increase would equal or exceed 50%
of the significance level only when
excludable emissions are not excluded,,
only pre
pre--project recordkeeping is required
If the increase would equal
q
or exceed 50%
of the significance level even with
excludable emissions emissions excluded,
all
ll off the
h recordkeeping
dk
i
and
d reporting
i is
i
required
36

Federal Court Appeals (for
enforcement
f
t actions)
ti
)
¾ District

Courts hear the case first
¾ District
Di t i t Court
C
t decisions
d i i
can b
be
appealed to Circuit Court
¾ Circuit Court decisions can be
appealed to the Supreme Court

37

38

214

Court Decisions
¾
¾

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

1/19/90 – WEPCO, 7th Circuit
9/15/00 – TVA Administrative
Ad i i t ti
Compliance
C
li
Order
O d
(ACO)
Environmental Appeals
Board (EAB) decision
2/18/03 – SIGECO,, So. District of IN
6/24/03 – TVA ACO dismissed, 11th Circuit
8/7/03 – Ohio Edison, So. District of OH
8/26/03 – Duke Energy, Middle District of NC
12/23/03 – Cinergy appeal, 7th Circuit
6/3/05 – Alabama Power, Northern District of AL
6/15/05 – Duke Energy appeal, 4th Circuit
6/24/05 – EPA’s
EPA’ 12/31/02 rule,
l DC Ci
Circuit
it
3/17/06 – EPA’s 10/27/03 rule, DC Circuit
4/2/07 – Duke Energy decision vacated, Supreme
Court
4/2/07 – Massachusetts v EPA, Supreme Court (EPA
can
regulate CO2)
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Key Issues
¾ Court

decisions have been mixed,,
but address one or both of two
key issues:
z

Whether
Wh th ‘routine’
‘
ti ’ refers
f
tto routine
ti
within a source category or routine
for a specific unit

• Key to whether a project constitutes
maintenance, repair and replacement
and is therefore exempt from NSR
• An action may be done for nearly every
unit in a certain source category, but
only once in the life of any specific unit
40

Key Issues (Cont
(Cont’d)
d)
z

What calculation is to be used to
determine whether there will be an
emissions increase as a result of a
proposed project
• EPA had insisted on actual to potential
for e
existing
isting unit
nit modifications
• Industry has asserted that the
calculation should be an New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) test or an
actual to future actual test
41

Routine and Calculation:
S
Summary
off C
Courtt D
Decisions
i i
Decision

Circuit

Routine for

Calculation

WEPCO

7th

Category

ATFA

TVA

EAB

Unit

ATFA

TVA

11th

-

-

SIGECO

(7th)

Unit

-

Ohio Edison

(6th)

Unit

ATFA

Duke Energy

(4thh)

Category

NSPS

Alabama Power

(11th)

Category

NSPS

Duke Energy

4th

-

NSPS

Cinergy

7th

-

Not NSPS

Alabama Power

(11th)

-

Is so NSPS

Duke Energy

Supreme Court

-

Not required to
be NSPS

ATFA = Actual to Future Actual Emissions
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Project Aggregation
(“circumvention”)

¾ General
z

Principle:

All activities undertaken as part of a
single project must be evaluated
together for major NSR applicability.

¾ EPA

policy with respect to
determining what is a single project
has evolved over time,
time and
apparently continues to shift
43

Project Aggregation
(“circumvention”)

¾ Early

EPA policy statements
addressed aggregation only to
prohibit intentional circumvention
z

Some documents advocate
consideration of timing, but primarily as
a screening tool

¾ Beginning

in early 1990’s
1990 s, some EPA
policy statements seemed to indicate
that timing is key
44

Project Aggregation
(“circumvention”)

¾

September 2006 preamble to proposed
rulemaking clarifies that timing is less
important than interdependence:
“This proposal clarifies our existing policy and
provides specific circumstances where
emissions should be aggregated for purposes
of NSR applicability. EPA proposes to revise
the regulations to state that a source must
aggregate emissions from projects that are
technically or economically dependent.”
[[emphasis
p
added;; see 71 FR 54235 at 54245]]
45

Project Aggregation
(“circumvention”)

¾

September
p
2006 p
preamble,, continued
z

z

Technical dependence “means that, absent
another project, the process change cannot
operate without significant
g
impairment, or for
the
h planned
l
d amount off h
hours, or at the
h planned
l
d
rating or production level, or that it operates in
a manner that results in a product of inferior
quality.
quality ” [see 71 FR 54235 at 54245]
Economic dependence means that the project
“is no longer economically viable without the
completion of the other project(s).
project(s) ” [see 71 FR
54235 at 54246]
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Project Aggregation
(“circumvention”)

¾ September
z

z

2006 FR notice, continued

Preamble includes six references to
aggregation
gg g
where changes
g are
technically or economically dependent
on “each other.”
Proposed rule language says
straightforwardly,
“Projects
Projects occurring at the same major
stationary source that are dependent on
each other to be economically or technically
viable are considered a single project.
project.”
[emphasis added; see 71 FR 54235 at
54251]
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Project Aggregation
(“circumvention”)

¾ EPA

regional office permitting staff
continue to interpret aggregation in
ways that are inconsistent with the
September 2006 preamble:
“Two
Two (or more) projects must be
considered together for NSR
applicability
pp
y if one of them is dependent
p
upon the other.” [Emphasis added; from
10/24/2007 presentation by R3 staff]
48

Project Aggregation
(“circumvention
(“circumvention”)
”)

¾

¾

¾

Now
o EPA e
enforcement
o ce e t as well:
e
NOV
O issued
ssued
to BP on 10/1/2008 for 2005 FCCU
turnaround at its refinery in Whiting,
Indiana
NOV alleges that 2005 turnaround was
beginning of actual construction of
Canadian crude project
Canadian crude project:
z
z

z

publicly announced in September 2006
air permit application was submitted in
November 2007
permit issued May 2008
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Greenhouse Gases
In Mass. V. EPA,, the Supreme
p
Court
determined that EPA had the
authority under the CAA to regulate
CO2 emissions from mobile sources
(there is parallel litigation for
stationary sources)
¾ However, that decision did not make
CO2 a regulated NSR pollutant (or
regulated at all under the CAA)
CAA)—
—EPA
must decide to do so and must then
regulate the pollutant
¾
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Greenhouse Gases
(Cont’d)

¾ There
z

are two issues:

NSR permits are being appealed on
the basis that the agency failed to
regulate greenhouse gases in the
permit
• Creates problems for sources and
agencies
• Agencies
A
i
often
ft
b
better
tt off
ff waiting
iti
ffor EPA
rules/policy in such circumstances, but
some States g
going
g forward
51

Greenhouse Gases
(Cont’d)

z

ANPR – Comment period closes 11/28/08

• EPA did not issue an endangerment finding, but
instead threw in the “kitchen sink” and asked for
comment

z

z

EPA needs to respond to court decisions
and considering regulating stationary
sources under NSPS
If an NSPS is promulgated (or possibly just
proposed) for a pollutant, that pollutant
would be considered as an NSR regulated
p
pollutant
• Major source threshold would be 100 or 250 tpy
• Maximum PSD significant level under the CAA
would be 100 tpy
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Miscellaneous Remaining
Issues
Issues
¾
¾

¾
¾

Significance level for ODS
"Top-down BACT" codification,
"Topcodification
improving information about available
control technology, and streamlining of
determinations
Class
C
ass I impacts
pacts and
a d Federal
ede a Land
a d
Manager role in PSD permit reviews
Clarification of allowed activities prior
p
to receipt of permit
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Remaining Issues (Cont
(Cont’d)
d)
¾

¾
¾

¾

Clarifying when an application is
complete and improving the
“undemonstrated
undemonstrated control technology
technology”
waiver
Clarifying preconstruction monitoring
criteria
Clarifying
y g that Section 112(r)
( )
compounds are not regulated
pollutants under PSD
Addressing judicial review of NSR
54
permits and DOD concerns

